ABSTRACT Contrast enhancement for infrared images is important in various night vision applications. However, existing local contrast enhancement algorithms often over-enhance smooth regions in outdoor infrared images. To address this limitation, this paper presents a contrast enhancement algorithm based on local gradient-grayscale statistical feature. The proposed algorithm first extracts such features from image sub-blocks, then classifies the sub-blocks as either simple or non-simple based on textural complexity using a model trained by a support vector machine, and subsequently adopts different grayscale mapping strategies to process the two types separately. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm avoids overenhancing simple regions while effectively improving the contrast in regions with more details.
I. INTRODUCTION
Infrared images, which reflect the thermal-radiation distribution of a scene, generally exhibit low contrast [1] - [3] . Therefore, contrast enhancement is typically required as a pre-processing step to facilitate the extraction and analysis of scene details and targets of interest. In particular, contrast enhancement is important in many outdoor infrared night vision applications, such as, video surveillance and driver assistance. Currently, contrast enhancement algorithms are mostly based on the histogram equalization (HE) [4] and can be classified as either global or local according to the adopted grayscale mapping method. HE-based global algorithms include plateau histogram equalization (PHE) [5] , self-adaptive plateau histogram equalization (SPHE) [6] , [7] , adaptive double plateaus histogram equalization (ADPHE) [8] , adaptive-histogramsegmentation-based enhancement (AHSE) [9] , and improved adaptive double plateaus histogram equalization (IAD-PHE) [10] ; these algorithms generally offer the advantages of low noise amplification, favorable preservation of lightness order, and relatively low computational complexity. Nevertheless, because of their lack of consideration of local spatial characteristics in the image, such algorithms remain unable to solve the fundamental problem with regard to the local contrast.
To solve this problem, researchers developed various local contrast enhancement algorithms based on HE. The earliest of these, adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) [11] , [12] obtains the grayscale transformation function of each pixel by equalizing the histogram of its neighborhood. AHE can significantly enhance the local contrast of the image, but is prone to result in over-enhancement. In addition, the method of performing histogram equalization at each pixel is computationally expensive, making the algorithm unsuitable for practical applications. In 1994, Zuiderveld proposed contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [13] . CLAHE divides the image into several non-overlapped sub-blocks and carries out histogram equalization for each sub-block, thus significantly reducing the computational burden compared to AHE; before equalizing the sub-block histogram, CLAHE limits the histogram statistics to a threshold by iteratively performing ''clip-redistribution'' on the histogram, thereby suppressing the over-enhancement to a certain extent. In 2001, Kim et al. [14] proposed a partially overlapped sub-block histogram equalization (POSHE), which produces similar enhanced results to that of fully overlapped sub-block histogram equalization with less computation; however, the algorithm still suffers from over-enhancement and the blocking effect. In 2008, Branchitta et al. [15] proposed a balanced CLAHE and contrast enhancement (BCCE) for infrared images based on CLAHE. This algorithm adopts a new redistribution method of the sub-block histograms and uses an exponential factor to calculate the final output grayscale, thus further improving the local contrast and visibility of details. In 2015, Lo et al. proposed an adaptive trilateral contrast enhancement (ATCE) algorithm for infrared images [16] . The algorithm adjusts image contrast using a modified version of local histogram equalization, detects and improves scenario details based on phase congruency [17] , and adopts range filter to suppress noise as well as protect edges. In 2017, Wang et al. [18] proposed an adjacent-block based modification for local histogram equalization (ABMHE). In this algorithm, the image sub-blocks are divided into ''active subblocks,'' ''normal sub-blocks,'' and ''inactive sub-blocks'' according to the proportion of higher-gradient pixels, and the histograms of different types of sub-blocks are modified based on adjacent sub-blocks in different ways. Compared to the previous algorithms, ABMHE makes some progress towards alleviating over-enhancement and suppressing noise amplification.
Despite the improvements offered by BCCE, ATCE and ABMHE towards alleviating over-enhancement, these approaches amplify noise and/or introduce artifacts in flat regions when used on outdoor infrared images containing textures, such as, those of the sky and lawn, thus resulting in unsatisfactory enhancement. This is because BCCE and ATCE do not discriminate between image sub-blocks at all and ABMHE uses sub-block classification criteria that cannot accurately characterize the local textural complexity. To address these limitations, this paper presents a contrast enhancement algorithm based on local gradient-grayscale statistical feature (LGGSF-CE). The algorithm first calculates the local gradient-grayscale statistical feature descriptors of image sub-blocks, and then classifies the features as either simple or non-simple based on their textural complexity, using a classification model trained by a support vector machine (SVM). Subsequently, these two types of sub-blocks are processed separately using different grayscale mapping methods. Experimental results show that compared to the other three local contrast enhancement algorithms, the proposed algorithm can avoid over-enhancing simple and flat regions and effectively enhance the contrast of regions rich in details, thus producing more natural and appropriately enhanced results.
II. METHOD A. SUB-BLOCK CLASSIFICATION 1) LOCAL GRADIENT-GRAYSCALE STATISTICAL FEATURE DESCRIPTOR
To discriminate simple and non-simple image sub-blocks, we need to establish feature descriptors that can properly characterize the texture complexity of image sub-blocks. The average and standard deviation of the gradient of the sub-block can characterize the average level and the variation magnitude of local details, respectively. Meanwhile, the grayscale standard deviation of the sub-block can characterize the variation magnitude of local intensity. Hence, we can adopt the above three statistical features to quantitatively describe the local texture of image sub-blocks from three different perspectives. The three parameters are calculated as follows
where µ G , σ G , and σ I are the gradient average, the gradient standard deviation, and the grayscale standard deviation of the image sub-block, respectively; M and N are the height and width of the sub-block, respectively; I represents the image sub-block; and G is the Sobel gradient of I . The gradient is calculated as follows
where G x and G y represent horizontal and vertical gradients, respectively; ⊗ is the convolution operator; and S x and S y are Sobel gradient operators.
Combining the normalized versions of the three parameters in (1), (2) , and (3) into a column vector, we obtain the following local gradient-grayscale statistical feature descriptor:
where k norm is the normalization factor, and W is the bit width of the raw data from the infrared image. Fig. 1 shows six infrared image sub-blocks with different textural complexity, in which (a), (b) and (c) are simple subblocks while the others are non-simple ones; the resolutions of the images are 71 × 56. For observational convenience, 14-bit raw data has been linearly mapped to 8-bit.
As shown in Table. 1, the descriptor components of the simple sub-blocks which only contain sky ( Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) ) are relatively small and differ significantly from those of the non-simple sub-blocks. It seems that a single component is enough to be used to discriminate the blocks. However, as the descriptors of Fig. 1 (c) (sky and wall) and Fig. 1(f) (trees) exhibit, the descriptor components of simple sub-blocks are not necessarily small while those of nonsimple sub-blocks do not have to be very large. Therefore, adopting a feature vector rather than a single parameter to characterize the texture complexity of image sub-blocks is necessary. It can provide more sufficient information of samples and helps in improving the robustness of the sub-block classification model.
2) TRAINING CLASSIFICATION MODEL USING SOFT-MARGIN LINEAR SVM
Determining whether or not an image sub-block is simple is essentially a binary classification problem and it can be solved by machine learning. Given the limited number of the 14-bit raw infrared images that we can use to generate dataset, the learning algorithm should have a relatively lower requirement for the size of dataset. Because the final result of SVM is only determined by the support vectors, its performance on small-size datasets is generally superior to other classification algorithms, which has been verified in practice. In addition, the sub-block classification is only a pre-processing step of the algorithm and should not be overly burdened by calculation, so a simple linear discriminative model is appropriate in our case. As mentioned in [19] , under the premise that the dataset is approximately linearly separable, a soft margin linear SVM can provide a linear classification model. Hence, we adopt a soft margin linear SVM to solve the classification problem. The soft margin maximization problem involved in soft margin linear SVM can be solved by the interior-point method [20] or sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [21] , and the optimal hyperplane and the decision function are expressed as follows
where sign() is the symbolic function, and w * and b * are respectively the normal vector and intercept of the optimal hyperplane. In the study presented here, the training dataset consists of 1000 labeled 14-bit infrared image sub-blocks with 400 positive samples (simple sub-blocks) and 600 negative samples (non-simple sub-blocks); the test dataset consists of 400 labeled 14-bit infrared image sub-blocks with 150 positive samples and 250 negative samples. The training samples and test samples are taken from 21 long wave infrared (LWIR) and medium wave infrared (MWIR) images with low noise levels, as shown in Fig. 2 . For observational convenience, the 14-bit raw infrared images are compressed to 8-bit using IADPHE and adjusted to be the same size. The spectral bands and original resolutions of the images are listed in Table. 2. It should be noticed that the resolution of the subblock sample (more accurately, the division setting of the raw image sample) will affect the result of SVM. However, since the three components of the feature vector are calculated by averaging within the sub-block, the applicability of the SVM classifier can be guaranteed as long as the size of the subblock is not too small or too large compared to that of a whole image, which means that a sub-block can well reflect the local features of the image. Through experiments, we found that the division setting of 7 × 7, 8 × 8 or 9 × 9 can provide satisfactory sub-block samples. To balance the needs to generate sufficient samples and ensure sub-blocks sufficiently large to reflect local details, we divided each raw infrared image into 9 × 9 sub-blocks.
In the training procedure, the Python machine learning library scikit-learn [22] was chosen as the tool and the LinearSVC estimator was used as the model. The penalty parameter C and the maximum number of iterations were set to 5000 and 10000, respectively. After multiple rounds of trainings, we selected the results with the highest classification accuracy (0.99) on the test dataset as the parameters of the final classification model utilized by our algorithm, which is given in (8) .
B. LOCAL GRAYSCALE MAPPING STRATEGY 1) COMBINATION OF THE ADJACENT SIMPLE SUB-BLOCKS
Adjacent simple sub-blocks can be combined into a ''larger'' simple sub-block, which is called a simple region. In this section, ''adjacent'' means that one sub-block is in the 8-connected neighborhood of another. The combination is essentially a reduction of the redundant localization.
Given that the input image is divided into k y ×k x sub-blocks and a k y × k x matrix of all zeros, P, is created, we classify the sub-blocks using the model presented in II.A.2) and mark the corresponding positions of simple sub-blocks in P with 1. Thus, we obtain an initial binary matrix in which all the positions of simple sub-blocks are labeled. The 8-connected components in the binary matrix P are then labeled using the method in [23] as follows.
Step 1: Run-length encode the matrix P.
Step 2: Scan the runs, assigning initial labels and recording label equivalences in a local equivalence table.
Step 3: Resolve the equivalence classes.
Step 4: Relabel the runs based on the resolved equivalence classes; thereby the matrix P is updated to a new label matrix P 1 .
We take an MWIR image as an example, letting k y = k x = 6, and calculate the initial binary matrix P and the label matrix P 1 . As shown in Fig. 3 , where the regions labeled simple can be seen to correspond well with the smooth regions in the image.
2) GRAYSCALE MAPPING TABLE OF THE SIMPLE REGION
In the proposed algorithm, all the simple sub-blocks in a simple region share a common grayscale mapping table. Because the simple region does not contain complex textures and has a relatively small dynamic range, either linear stretching or HE-based algorithms will easily cause serious noise amplification or wash-out effect. Therefore, the surrounding non-simple sub-blocks should also be considered when calculating the grayscale mapping table of a simple region. Such a composite region, consisting of a simple region and the surrounding non-simple sub-blocks, usually has a larger dynamic range than that of the simple region; however, the typical gray levels of a simple region may occupy a greater proportion of pixels in the corresponding composite region. Considering that HE-based algorithms can significantly enhance the typical gray levels, we choose linear stretching to suppress the over-enhancement of the simple region.
Assuming that the label of the current simple region is l, scan P 1 ; if a sub-block is labeled with a non-positive number while there is at least one l-labeled sub-block in its 8-connected neighborhood, then label the sub-block with -l. After the scan is completed, a set consisting of all the image pixels corresponding to the sub-blocks labeled with l and −l is constructed. We denote the set as S l and calculate the minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of S l as follows
where min(), max(), and num() are the functions returning the minimum, the maximum, and the size of input set, respectively; the superscript l represents the label; and subscripts i and j are the indices of the row and column.
To avoid the adverse influence introduced by outliers (impulsive noise or blind pixels) in the estimation of the actual dynamic range of the composite region, we assume that the histogram of S l presents an approximately normal distribution and define two grayscale limits according to the Pauta criterion:
Then the grayscale mapping table of the current simple region is:
where
T is the grayscale index vector. The results calculated using (15) may exceed the interval [0, 255]; therefore, the following conditions are set to avoid overflow:
After the mapping tables of all the simple regions are successively solved, the label matrix P 1 is also updated to the final label matrix P 2 . Fig. 4 shows the final label matrix of Fig. 3(a) . 57344 VOLUME 6, 2018
3) GRAYSCALE MAPPING TABLE OF THE NON-SIMPLE SUB-BLOCK
Non-simple sub-blocks are relatively rich in details and should be enhanced using HE-based algorithms. Content-adaptive histogram equalization (CAHE) [24] is a novel global contrast enhancement algorithm, proposed in 2017, that achieves a favorable enhancement effect. The algorithm sets clip limits for the histogram statistics of different gray levels based on the just-noticeabledifference (JND) [25] , [26] profile of the human visual system to suppress over-enhancement. JND refers to the minimum change in brightness that the human visual system can perceive under a certain background brightness, and its definition is given as:
where B x,y is the average background brightness, T 0 is the visibility threshold when the gray levels of the background are zero, and γ denotes the slope of the line that models the function at higher background brightness. In this paper,T 0 and γ are set to 17 and 3/128, respectively, according to [26] , [27] . As mentioned in [24] , to prevent artifacts while enhancing details as much as possible, the slope of the gray level k should be set equal to the corresponding JND value. In the original version of CAHE, the background brightness is assumed to be similar to the pixel value, and the clip limit β(k) of the gray level k is derived as:
where f (k) is the grayscale mapping function calculated based on the clipped and redistributed histogram. The definition of f (k) is as follows
where h (i) is the modified histogram after iterative clipredistribution, I is the input image, and R is the maximum of the mapped values. The design of CAHE is based on the idea that the difference between the two mapped values of a gray level and its adjacent gray level should not be larger than the corresponding JND value of the gray level, which can be expressed as follows
Combining (19) and (20), the following inequality can be derived:
Therefore, the clip limit β(k) should actually be:
In this paper, we use (22) , rather than the original (18), to calculate the clip limit.
In the original version of CAHE, the extra counts of the histogram components beyond the clip limits are uniformly distributed among the gray levels with histogram statistics lower than their clip limits. Considering that the grayscale distribution of the infrared image is relatively concentrated [28] , [29] , a large number of gray levels with zero-valued histogram statistics may be present. If the above redistribution method is used without any modification, the mapped values of these gray levels, which are not present in the image, will occupy a portion of the output grayscale range, thus wasting output grayscales. Therefore, we add a constraint that only the gray levels with histogram statistics that are non-zero and lower than their corresponding clip limits can receive the redistributed statistic values.
The steps by which the grayscale mapping table of the nonsimple sub-block is calculated are as follows.
Step 1: Calculate the original histogram of the image subblock, h(k), where k = 0, 1, . . . , 2 W − 1.
Step 2: Set R to 255; calculate the initial mapping function f (k) based on h(k); then calculate β(k) using (22) and copy h(k) to h (k). In this step, f (k) in (22) is the same as f (k).
Step 3: Obtain the extra counts of the histogram components beyond the clip limits based on h (k) and β(k); then uniformly distribute the extra counts to the gray levels with histogram statistics that are non-zero and lower than their corresponding clip limits.
Step 4: Calculate the mapping function f (k) based on the updated h (k) and recalculate β(k). If there still exists gray levels satisfying h (k) > β(k), return to Step 3; otherwise, proceed to Step 5.
Step 5: Calculate the grayscale mapping table using the mapping function in Step 4:
4) MODIFICATION OF THE GRAYSCALE MAPPING TABLE OF THE TRANSITIONAL SUB-BLOCK
Define a complex region as the region composed of the 0-labeled non-simple sub-blocks. As is shown in Fig. 4 , a sub-block labeled with a negative number is located in the transitional area between a simple region and a complex region or between two different simple regions. Such a nonsimple sub-block is called a transitional sub-block. To avoid the blocking effect resulting from the drastic change of mapping tables in the transitional regions, we need to modify the grayscale mapping tables of transitional sub-blocks based on surrounding sub-blocks. After the grayscale mapping tables of simple regions and non-simple sub-blocks have been calculated, we get a k y × k x matrix, M, the elements of which are all grayscale mapping tables. Create a copy of M and denote it as M . Scan P 2 ; when the label at position (i, j) in P 2 is negative, denote the 3 × 3 neighborhood centered at M i,j and within P 2 as , and then VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 4. Final label matrix P 2 of Fig. 3(a) .
FIGURE 5. Diagram of the interpolation algorithm.
modify the grayscale mapping table as follows
After the grayscale mapping tables of transitional subblocks are all modified, M is also updated to the final mapping table matrix M .
C. CALCULATION OF THE OUTPUT GRAYSCALE
The output grayscale can be calculated through the following two steps based on M .
First, calculate the interpolated grayscale for each pixel based on its mapped values in the mapping tables of surrounding sub-blocks to further eliminate the blocking effect caused by the difference between adjacent mapping tables. A diagram of the interpolation algorithm [13] is given in Fig. 5 . The pixel for which the output grayscale is to be solved is represented by a white dot Q, and A, B, C, and D are the centers of the four surrounding sub-blocks. With the original pixel value of Q denoted as I i,j , and its mapped values in the mapping tables of surrounding sub-blocks denoted as T A (I i,j ), T B (I i,j ), T C (I i,j ), and T D (I i,j ), respectively, the interpolated grayscale can be calculated as:
where x and y are respectively the normalized horizontal and vertical distances between Q and A. Subsequently, modulate the interpolated grayscale using the method in [15] to further improve the contrast of details. The final output grayscale is as follows
where α is the local contrast enhancement factor, and ILP i, j is the pixel value at position (i, j) of the blurred input image. In our algorithm, a 3 × 3 mean filter is adopted to produce a blurred version of the input image.
D. COMPLETE PROCEDURE OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The complete procedure of the contrast enhancement algorithm based on local gradient-grayscale statistical feature is summarized as follows.
Step 1: Divide the input image into multiple sub-blocks; calculate the gradient-grayscale statistical feature descriptor of each sub-block; and then classify the sub-blocks as simple or non-simple using the classification model introduced in II.A.2).
Step 2: If there is at least one simple sub-block in the image, proceed to Step 3; otherwise, proceed to Step 6.
Step 3: Combine the simple sub-blocks into simple regions.
Step 4: Calculate the grayscale mapping tables of simple regions and non-simple sub-blocks.
Step 5: Modify the mapping tables of the transitional subblocks, then proceed to Step 7. Step 6: Calculate the grayscale mapping table of each nonsimple sub-block.
Step 7: Calculate the interpolated grayscale for each pixel based on its mapped values in the mapping tables of surrounding sub-blocks.
Step 8: Modulate the interpolated grayscale according to (26) , and obtain the final output grayscale.
The flow chart of the proposed algorithm is given in Fig. 6 .
III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with those of three well-developed contrast enhancement algorithms: BCCE, ATCE and ABMHE. These three algorithms are all designed for infrared images and also belong to the class of local contrast enhancement, so the comparison is fair and meaningful.
Experiments are performed on six different outdoor infrared images and the enhancement results of the images using the global histogram equalization (GHE) are given in Fig. 7 as references. The information about the thermal cameras used in the experiments is listed in Table. 3.
A. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The enhancement results of the experimental images obtained using BCCE, ATCE, ABMHE, and LGGSF-CE, as well as the corresponding algorithm parameter settings, are given in Fig. 8-13 . For BCCE, ATCE and LGGSF-CE, k x and k y are the numbers of horizontal and vertical divisions of the image, respectively; c is the ratio of the clip limit to the pixel number of the image; σ r is the decay parameter of the range filter; and α is the local contrast enhancement factor. For ABMHE, m and n are the numbers of rows and columns of the overlapped sub-blocks, respectively; s x and s y are the horizontal and vertical steps, respectively.
In Exp. 1, BCCE, ATCE and LGGSF-CE show similar contrast enhancement effect with respect to the house and tree. ATCE slightly better improves the details of tree branch. In comparison, ABMHE generates excessive brightness in the region marked by the red rectangle, resulting in quite low contrast. Moreover, BCCE, ATCE and ABMHE all overenhance the lawn, which is short of details, whereas LGGSF-CE algorithm well suppresses the over-enhancement in this region.
In Exp. 2, the buildings in the results of BCCE, ATCE and LGGSF-CE are brighter than those in the results of ABMHE, thus the details in the corresponding regions are clearer. Benefiting from the consideration in detail improvement, the edges of buildings in the results of BCCE, ATCE and LGGSF-CE are better enhanced than that of ABMHE. The over-enhancement of simple sub-blocks by BCCE and ATCE causes obvious artifacts to appear in the smooth sky region in those results, as marked by the red arrows. In contrast, neither ABMHE nor LGGSF-CE introduces artifacts in the smooth regions, and thus the enhanced outcomes appear more natural. VOLUME 6, 2018 LGGSF-CE (k x = k y = 7, α = 8). In Exp. 3, as shown in the regions indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 10 (a)-(d) , LGGSF-CE shows much better local contrast between the regions near the ships compared to the other three algorithms. In addition, an apparent banding effect can be observed in the results of BCCE and ATCE, rendering the enhanced images quite unnatural. The enhance- ment of the sky in the ABMHE result is much better but is still not as smooth and natural as that of LGGSF-CE.
FIGURE 9. Results for Exp. 2. (a) BCCE (k
In Exp. 4, the windows are better enhanced by BCCE, ATCE and LGGSF-CE than by ABMHE. Moreover, LGGSF-CE is the best among the four algorithms at suppressing the noise surrounding the distant mountain.
In Exp. 5, as shown in the regions marked by the red rectangles in Fig. 12 (a)-(d) , compared to the other three algorithms, LGGSF-CE enhances the wall more appropriately and heightens both the brightness and local contrast of the window. Furthermore, the green belt at the bottom of the ABMHE result is over-enhanced and not as vivid as those of the other three algorithms.
In Exp. 6, a banding effect appears again in the sky region in the results of BCCE and ATCE, and ABMHE also produces non-uniform brightness in the sky region. In contrast, the LGGSF-CE result shows a much smoother and more natural enhancement of the sky region.
B. QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
In this section, we employ the measure of enhancement by entropy (EME) [30] , no-reference structural sharpness (NRSS) [31] , and lightness-order-error (LOE) [32] to further evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of contrast enhancement, detail improvement, and naturalness preservation, respectively.
The EME is calculated as follows
where k 1 and k 2 are the numbers of divided image blocks along the direction of the rows and columns, respectively; and I w min;k,l , I w max;k,l are respectively the minimum and maximum of w k,l , which is a sub-block of the image. In general, a larger EME indicates a higher contrast enhancement level for an input image. In the experiments, both k 1 and k 2 are set to 7.
The NRSS is calculated as follows
where x i is the overlapped sub-block of the Sobel gradient (denoted as G r ) of the input image; {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . . , x K } denotes the K sub-blocks with the highest variations in G r ; and y i is the sub-block of the gradient of the Gaussian-blurred input image corresponding to x i . The detailed definition and calculation method of the structural similarity (SSIM) are VOLUME 6, 2018 given in [33] . A larger NRSS usually indicates that the image is clearer and presents more details. In the experiments, the size of the sub-block is set to 32 × 32 and the step is set to 16, i.e. two horizontally or vertically adjacent sub-blocks are 50 % overlapped; K is set to 50 % of the total number of the overlapped sub-blocks. The LOE is calculated as follows
where I is the original image, and I e is the enhanced image; U (x, y) is the unit step function; and ⊕ is the exclusive-or operator. A smaller LOE means better naturalness preservation of the original image. The EMEs, NRSSs, and LOEs of the images enhanced using the four algorithms are listed in Table. 4. The highest results of NRSS, the lowest results of EME and LOE are shown in bold. The results in the table show that the EMEs of the LGGSF-CE are almost always the lowest among the four algorithms, except in Exp. 2 and Exp. 5. As indicated by (27) , EME is actually the average enhancement level of all the subblocks. Therefore, if there are more regions short of details in the image, a lower EME is more reasonable; otherwise, the EME is supposed to be higher. As shown in Table. 4, the EMEs of LGGSF-CE exactly follow the above pattern, indicating that LGGSF-CE can suppress over-enhancement of the simple regions more effectively compared to the other three algorithms. Furthermore, the NRSSs of LGGSF-CE are almost at the highest level among the four algorithms, and the LOEs are basically the lowest, demonstrating that LGGSF-CE also outperforms the other three algorithms in terms of detail improvement and naturalness preservation.
The average running times of the four algorithms are given in Table. 5. All the algorithms are implemented using MATLAB and run on a common PC (CPU: Intel Core i5@3.30GHz, RAM: 8GB DDR3). From Table. 5, it can be seen that due to the addition of sub-block classification and labeling, the time consumption of LGGSF-CE is higher than that of BCCE. However, the time consumption of LGGSF-CE is much lower than those of ATCE and ABMHE. In ATCE, operations in transform domain are adopted and the pixeldependent range filter is utilized, so the algorithm is quite computationally expensive. In ABMHE, as the image subblocks are overlapped, the actual number of sub-blocks is larger than those of the other three algorithms; moreover, a large amount of sub-block search operations are required to modify the histograms of image sub-blocks. This is the reason why these two algorithms are much slower than BCCE and LGGSF-CE.
The performance of the four algorithms on the dataset images shown in Fig. 2 is also given in Table. 6 and Table. 7. The settings of k x , k y , c, α, s x and s y are the same as those in Exp. 1 to Exp. 6. For ATCE, σ r is set to 5 in all the experiments except group g, n, and o, in which it is set to 2. For ABMHE, m and n are both set to 64 in g, n, and o, while 128 in other groups. This is because g, n, and o are smaller than the rest of the images.
From Table. 6 and Fig. 2 , it can be seen that the more smooth regions the image has, the lower the EME of our result is, which again indicates the effectiveness of LGGSF-CE in over-enhancement suppression. In term of detail improvement, our algorithm is quite close to BCCE and outperforms ATCE and ABMHE. Meanwhile, the naturalness preservation of our algorithm is the best. Table. 7 also indicates that LGGSF-CE has a relatively low time consumption.
IV. CONCLUSION
This study investigated a contrast enhancement algorithm for outdoor infrared images based on local gradient-grayscale statistical feature. In the algorithm, image sub-blocks are first classified into simple and non-simple sub-blocks based on the local gradient-grayscale statistical features of subblocks, and then the sub-blocks are processed using different grayscale mapping strategies. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms other existing similar algorithms in terms of over-enhancement suppression, detail improvement, and naturalness preservation. The time consumption of the proposed algorithm is also relatively low.
Although the sub-block classification and the adjustment of mapping strategies both contribute to our satisfactory results, the accuracy of sub-block classification has a greater impact on the performance of the algorithm. The reason is that the classification of image sub-blocks provides the distribution information of the local textural complexity, which is the basis of the adjustment of the mapping strategies. Misclassification of sub-blocks will lead to inappropriate application of the mapping strategy, and thus lead to unsatisfactory results. The comparison with ABMHE indicates that the SVM-trained model used in our algorithm is more accurate and robust in classifying the sub-blocks.
For indoor environments, the temperature and scene variations of which are both relatively small, the local gradient-grayscale statistical feature descriptors of simple and non-simple sub-blocks calculated using the method introduced in II.A.2) would typically be expected to be quite close to each other, thereby more likely resulting in misclassification. Hence, further study is required to determine appropriate descriptor modifications for sub-block classification in both outdoor and indoor infrared images. 
